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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this study was to arrive at a gross approximation of the
costs to the Canadian uranium mining industry of meeting the proposed closeout
criteria established by the Atomic Energy Control Board for tailings deposits.
Two options have been investigated: on-land disposal and underlake disposal.
Given the budget allocated to the study, the estimates must be ui-ferstood as
approximations. Overall cost figures for the Canadian uranium mln'ng
indr?try are linear extensions from a hypothetical base case.

The results of a conference held in Ottawa on February 25 and 26 to discuss
the proposed AECB interim criteria for the closeout of uranium tailings
sites are also included. Representatives from mining firms, provincial
regulatory authorities, universities and the Atomic Energy Control Board
attended the conference.

RESUME'

L'objet de cette etude est d'abord d'etablir une approximation grossiSre des
couts pour l'industrie canadienne de 1'uranium de se conformer aux criteres
proposes par la Commission de contrSle de l'energie atomique quant aux aires
de depot de "tailings". Deux hypotheses ont ete envisagees: d'abord le depot
sur terre et ensuite le depot au fond d'un lac. Compte tenu des fonds
disponibles pour mener cette etude a terme, les donnees presentees sont des
approximations. De plus, les estimations globales ne sont qu'une extension
lineaire a 1'ensemble des depots au Canada a partir des couts d'une
aire de depot hypothetique mais reaiiste.

La seconde partie de ce document rend compte d'une reunion tenue a Ottawa, les
25 et 26 fevrier 1981 afin de discuter des criteres preliminnires proposees
par la CCEA. Cette reunion groupait des representants de l'industrie, des
universites, des Stats provinciaux et de la Commission de controle dt 1'energie
atomique.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board
nor the authors assume liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred
as a result of the use made of the information contained in this publication.
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INTRODUCTION

This report provides a gross estimate of the costs of closing

out existing tailings sites according to the recently published AECB

interim criteria (INFO-0011). The report also gives an account of

the recent AECB - industry neeting held in February 1981 to discuss

these criteria. SEOOR has attempted in a brief report what the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission undertook in a ccnprehensive nulti-

volume study. Of necessity, SEGOR's assessment has dravn heavily on

the data which they developed. The cost impact of regulatory

criteria on the closeout requirements for tailings sites is at best

an area of imperfect knowledge. The USNRC report indicates that the

whole subject will be reassessed once renedial action has been taken

at several tailings sites. Nevertheless, this report is intended to

approximate an order of magnitude cost estimate for two different

concepts for the doMout of tailings sites according to the AECB's

proposed criteria. These two concepts are onland disposal and

underwater disposal.

The report is divided into six sections. In the first section,

the two disposal concepts are briefly outlined. Second, the

methodology is described, third, underlake disposal is studied.

Fourth, assumptions critical to making the cost estimates are laid

out; a model deriving from these assumptions is developed in detail,

and cost estimates for onland disposal are derived. Fifth, an

account is giver of the meeting which the Atomic Energy Control Board

held about this issue on February 25 and 26, 1961 with industry

representatives. lastly, conclusions and recommendations are made.



1. THE DISPOSAL CONCEPTS

The yield £ran uranium mines in Ontario is lew. In practice,
this means that, each ton of ore milled yields a corresponding ton
of tailings of lover density. Tailings contain radioactive sub-
stances Which are leached into the water system or emanate as radon
gas into the atmosphere. Acids in the tailings can also
contaminate the water system.

Tailings are generally deposited in natural basins or in areas
enclosed by dams. In order to reduce the quantity of radio-
active materials in the effluents, most of the radium is
precipitated by the addition of barium chloride. The issue of
long term solution for the disposal of tailings is the main
concern of this report.

Two alternatives for the long term disposal of tailings were
considered in this study. The first one, on-land disposal, applies
mostly to existing tailings areas, but could of course be used for
the design of new tailings areas whenever expansions occur. The
second one, underlake disposal, has not been used extensively
elsewhere in the world. It would probably apply to new tailings
sites where deep water lakes are available. The major
characteristics of the two options are listed below.

1.1 On-Land Disposal

o Only natural systems are used on a permanent basis.

- sites do not require monitoring

- generally, no sealing liners are used (clay is sometimes used)
- no permanent water treatment plants are left

o Tailings sites are built so as to limit surface recharge from
natural precipitation.

- diversion of creeks flowing to site
- cover material to limit water entry
- contouring is used to deal with lateral permeability



I
I o Access to the closed out site is limited by signs and
• institutional oontrol.

I o Releases to vater are equal to or lower than releases daring
the operating phase.

' - treatment of tailings effluents prior to disposal during
operating phase

- use of natural systans after cessation of activities

• o Radon emanations are kept to a level not exceeding
2-10 pCi/n?/sec. and ganna radiation is reduced to 10-50

I /tiRfa. at one meter above surface*

I - 3 meters of cover material are applied over the tailings

_ o Barticulate emissions frcm tailings are virtually

| non-existent.

I o Vegetation is left to grew over cover material

a o Pathway analyses are performed.

1.2 Undertake disposal

• o Use of natural system.

| - disposal into an existing deepwtter lake
- possible lining of lake bottom using clay material

• - geological structure selected so as to limit groundwater
™ flows

I o Disposal 100 feet below water surface

» - a pernantnt water pool is allowed
- surface water recharge is minimized

I
I
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o Studies undertaken to assure durability and ninimura nainte-

nance.

o Access to the closed out site is limited by the existence of

I a permanent water layer: removal of tailings and construc-

tion of habitations is impossible.

I
o Releases to water should be less than or equal to releases

I during the operating phases.

_ - treatment of tailings prior to underlake disposal nay be

\ necessary

I - extensive hydrological studies required prior to selection

of option

o Kadon ananations are kept at or below 2-10 pCi/n^/sec. by a
• permanent layer of water.

o Gaima radiation reduced to a level of 10-50*1 R/Ii at 1 meter
| above surface.

1 o Particulate enissions will obviously be non-existent.

I
I
I

o Pathway analyses, especially groundwater pathway analyses,
are undertaken.

2 . THE VETUXGLOGY

I Die following methodology was used to develop approximate data
' for an order of magnitude cost estimate:

I
I
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o A review of the Final Generic Environmental Inpact Statems.it

en uranium mining published by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

CanmLssion was undertaken in order to outline the various

tailings disposal options, their key characteristics and

their costs.

o Attendance at the consultative conference on the proposed

regulatory guidelines for the long term aspects of uranium

tailings management held in Ottawa on February 25 and 26.

o Elaboration of conceptual models frcm the performance

criteria stipulated by the AECB in order to estimate the

costs of implementing the two solutions.

o Independent information on Canadian costs for drilling,

blasting, loading, transporting and contouring was gathered.

o Interviews were held with representatives from Rio Algom

Mines Ltd., Cenison Mines Ltd. and Madawaska Mines Ltd. The

interview guide was sent in advance in order to focus the

discussion. Telephone interviews were held in the case of

Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., Gulf Minerals Ltd. and Amok Ltd.

o Analysis of the collected information from diverse sources

was undertaken as a background to this report.

Although industry representatives were available to discuss the

issue, they were not always willing to release internal

estimates of the costs of the proposed solutions; they felt that

these figures might be interpreted by the AECB as a conxraMment

to undertake particular actions. Thus industry representatives

would present even rough estimates only when they were certain

that the regulatory authorities would accept that these

estimates covered a wide statistical range and would not be used

to carcnit firms to ever more stringent solutions.
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3. UNDERLAKE DISPOSAL

It is impossible at this moment to establish estimates for the

underlake disposal option. Industry representatives were very

reluctant to hazard guesses, given the fact that studies are

only at the technical feasibility and research stages. Precise

information is required on the geology of the Guirke Lake basin,

groundwater hydrology, settling rates and solids leaching so

that analytical models can be built for simulations. Indjstry

representatives indicated to us that work on technical feasibi-

lity studies began only recently, as a new task force has been

established with representatives fran bodies such as the AECB

and various Ontario ministries. Interest in the option has been

revived after it had been shelved in the raid-seventies.

The advantages of underlake disposal are numerous. First,

exposure to surface weathering and erosion processes is elimina-

ted. Second, little monitoring is required during operation and

the solution ia of the walk-away type when mining activities

end. However, the possibility of seepage fran the lake bottcm

and diffusion through groundwater is an important drawback which

requires careful attention.

The lack of data on underground water flows from Quirke Lake

into the Serpent River makes it impossible at the moment to

establish the kinds of treatment plants that would be needed,

the kinds of dans to be built and the required design criteria

for the overflow and diversion systems. The analytical models

need further refinement in order to estimate what amount of

dissolved uranium and acids night be found downstream fran

Quirke Lake where millions of tons of tailings would be

deposited. Furthermore, political decisions need co be nade on

the levels of downstream long term impacts which would be

acceptable to the government of Ontario and the federal

government.



In order to undertake cost estimates, it would be necessary to

obtain the following data: water treatment required; design

concepts; pathway analyses and environmental impacts. The most

uncertain aspects of a cost estimate concern the questions of

stream diversion and water treatment. The Ministry of the

Environment has maintained en other occasions that fresh water

should not be polluted. This principle could require the

diversion of fresh water sources to the lake. Lack of knowledge

of the water chemistry of underwater disposal and the flows to

be released frcm the lake make water treatment requirements

indeterminate. Nevertheless, industry representatives hazarded

a guess that the costs of disposal in Quirke Lake could easily run

into the hundreds of millions of dollars. These figures are very

uncertain given the absence of design criteria. Yet, they

represent a fraction of the costs inplied by the proposed

regulatory guide for on-land disposal in the illiot Lake area.

The option of underwater disposal is not possible for Madawaska

Mines limited because of the lack of nearby deep lakes in an

uninhabited area. Ko estimates were attempted. Eldorado Nuclear

Ltd., which plans eventually to use underlake disposal, is not

presently in a position to provide estimates.

The complete shift to underlake disposal would involve the write-

off of significant investments. Large expenditures were made in

the past in order to expand tailings areas as new mines were

opening. These expanded tailings areas would not be used if there

is a total shift to underlake disposal. In reality, both under-

water and on-land disposal systans will probably be used. A

decision to use underlake disposal in the Elliot Lake area would

have to be trade soon because Qenison Mines will need to exparti

existing tailings sites by 1986.

4. CK-LAND DISPOSAL: ASSUMPTIONS AMD ESTIMATES

In order to calculate costs for on-land disposal, a number of

assumptions relating to a base case were nade. Cost estimates

were then p-vĉ -ced for the base case.
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4.1 Assumptions and conceptual node.1

Estimating the cost of JUnplementing the AEEB criteria requires
either a specific analysis for each tailings site or the
development of a conceptual base case and then its extension to
all tailings sites in Canada. The latter approach was used for
this preliminary study.

A conceptual model which details the neasures the operators nust
take was thus built. Ibis model is determined by the
performance criteria stipulated fcy the Atomic Energy Control
Board. Since comprehensive data regarding the performance of
various disposal measures are unavailable, several key assump-
tions nust be made. The assumptions are enumerated below with
reference to the specific AECB criterion giving rise to them.

4.1.1 The Use of natural Barriers

Earth fill and rock cover frcm local sites are the only
barriers used.

- 3 metres of earth cover will meet all AECB requirements.
This is the thickness used in the cost estimates developed
in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory admission study for disposal
of existing tailings.

- The tailings pile is not located near any potentially active
geological fault; i.e. the natural barriers once in place
will not be disrupted.

4.1.2 Limited Surface Water Recharge to the Facility

- The site is exposed to limited upstream drainage; no stream
diversions are necessary;

- aiiy runoff across the impoundnent area will not redeposit
material outside the area;

- seepage frcm the closed-out pile to groundwater is not a
problem.
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4.1.3 Long Term Stability

- A 1:8 slope is taken as the threshold incline beyond which

erosion rates are effectively zero on a geological tine

scale. This is the slope which the sides of the closed out

tailings pile will have. The height of the pile is taken

to be 12 metres.

- The sides of the closed out tailings pile will be shielded

with 0.5 metres of rode cover to protect against wind and

water erosion.

- The existing tailings pile embankments are stable. The

edge of the pile presents a 1:1 outside slope.

- The top of the tailings pile is assured to be bare. After

placement of the 3 netze soil cover, the top of the pile

will be protected with vegetation against wind and water

erosion.

- Future maintenance requirements are. assumed to be nil.

4.1.4 Performance Guarantees

The impact of this requirement has not been included in the

cost estimate.

4.1.5 Limited Access to the Site

I The duration of access barriers over such a long time is proble-

matic. Fabricated structures would deteriorate and earth or

stone works would be relatively expensive as well as only partly

I effective for limiting access to the large areas involved. Con-

sequently, it is assumed that the only way this objective can be

{ a c h i e v e d is through periodic surveillance and institutional

controls. Mb cost is assigned to this.

I
I
I

4.1.6 Bnanation Limits

These are assumed to be net by the barriers described in item
4.1.1.
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The following nodel is caipatible with the above assmptions. Eor

costing purposes, the area covered by the existing tailings pile

is assumed to be 57 acres. This permits a canparison with U.S.

estimates of the cost of closing out existing tailings piles. The

results are then extended to tailings sites in proportion to the

areas involved. The model is shewn, below in Figure 1.

Ihe On-Land

(

Figure
Tailings

N\\ N

1
Disposal Model

t
12 m
A.

Original ra l l ies Pile

3m earth cow

Zlostd Out Tatli-ngs Pile

This nsdel yields the following approximate physical parameters
for the cost estimate:

- Total Exposed Surface Area of Recontoured Pile 7.2 x 1O5
 m

2

- lotal Area Occupied by Recontcured Pile 6.2 x 10^ m 2

- Surface Area of Ibp of Pile 3.0 x 10 5
 m
2

- Surface Area of Sides of Pile 4.2 x 105
 m
2

~ \folume of earth cover, 3m depth 21.6 x 10 s m 3

- Vblurne of 0.5m rock cover, side slopes 2.1 x 105
 m
3

- Vblune of tailings noved for recontouring 4.3 x 105
 m
3

The cost estimate for the required earthworks is detailed in Hie
following sections.
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4.2 Cost Estimates for the Conceptual Model

4.2.1 Engineering and Development Time

The most difficult cost estimates to nake are those dealing with

the design engineer ing and development tine to prove out the

concept, including:

- Estimates of the degree to vJiich the engineered structures

will retard the release of contaminants as a function of

time.

I
\ - An evaluation of long texm durability.

[ - Pathway analyses to determine the individual equivalent dose

rate for the expected level of releases.

I

A key difficulty arises fron the degree of evidence which the

AECB may require. A hazarded guess is something on the order of

I 10 to 30 engineering nan-years, or $300,000 to $1,000,000. This

is a conservative estimate considering that site studies alone

i can easily cost in the $1,000,000 range.

Given the value of information at that stage, monetary resources

spent for design and engineering should not be minimized. We

will therefore use a sum of $700,000 for the first 57 acres or

less and then $200,000 for each additional increment of 57 acres

per site.

4.2.2 The Cost of Earthworks to Close Out the Tailings Pile

The cost of earthworks is highly variable and site specific.

Hence minimum and maximum costs have been developed to take

into account this variability. The cost of these earthworks

which are based on the above tailings disposal model is

summarized below in Table 1.
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Table 1
Summary of the Costs of Ec-'

I Element

Recontouring of
Existing Pile

, Soil Cover to a
Thickness of 3 meters

Rock Cover to 0.5 m
en side slopes

Revegetation on Top
• or Pile

' Total

\ * Whesre cxwwr mt.«ri,n3

19U0
Minimum

0.3

3.5

1.5

0.2

5.5

'itoorks

Cost Estimate $(000,000)
Maximum

0.4

24.3

9.5

0.2

34.4

is not: available "frpf

Manufactured*

0.3

16.1

1.6

0.2

18.2

US Est.

0.3

4.6

2.2

n.a.

7.1

>" TnraTIv s>nr\ rnn«s<- l-o

I

y
manufactured on site.

Each of these costs is detailed in the following sections.

4.2.2.1 Earth Cover Costs

The elements which influence the cost of this oenponent are
highly s i te specific and subject to the following assumptions:

i) no steep grades for hauling;

ii) the maximum hauling distance is 25 Ian.

I iii) there are no extraordinary factors regarding the

difficulty of excavation or the type of equipment used;

t iv) cover material is available "free" locally;

* v) resurfacing and revogetation of excavated areas are not

required;

vi) the tops of existing tailings piles are bare;
v i i ) truck transport costs a ratxiiam of 50.30/m3 - km;

I v i i i ) costs associated with fatal accidents during covering
operations are not included.
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It can be assumed that the minimum unit cost represents the

most favourable option viiere porous borrowed materials are

available from a nearby lakeshore or pit. Manufactured

materials made from drilling and blasting of rode cost approxi-

mately 55.75 per/cubic meter. The elements which influence the

cost of earth cover are detailed below in Table 2.

Table
Unit Costs for

Operation

2
Earth Cover

1980 Unit Costs
Min -

Excavate, .'.cad, haul, deposit 1.27 •
(fcltan)

Drilling and blasting 0.36 -

Spreading and compacting

Transportation (1 Ian, tnin; 25 km, max.) 0

Total for earth cover in place

4.2.2.2 Bock Cover Costs

- Max Manufactured
material

- 1.5?

- 0.66

- 9.03

1.63 -11.26

1.40

5.75

0.30

7.45

The unit costs are sunnarized below in Table 3.

Table 3
Unit Costs for Bock Caver

Operation 1980 Minimum and Maximum
Unit Costs $/ ir

Total In-Place Cost; E&uling ^ 1 km
- Gravel (ndn. cost) 7.22 36.14
- larger Rode or special Riprap

(max. cost)

Hauling (1 km. rain.; 25 km. max.) 0 9.04

Total In-Place Cost 7.22 45.18
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4.2.2.3 Revegetati.cn & Recontouring

The American study developed a cost range for revegetation of
$4,500 to ?5,500/ha. In Canadian dollars, this i s 55,400 to
$6,600/ha.

A single value was estimated for recontcuring costs,
0.70 5/ra3. In Canadian dollars, this i s 0.84 S/m3. A
range of +15%, or 0.72 - 0.97 $/n? i s assured.

4.2.2.4 Conclusions

The range of cost estimates for closing out the model

tailings site is sunn&rized below in Table 4.

Table 4
Cost Estimates to Close out Model Tailings Site

Element

Engineering Studies
Earthworks

Total

Min.

0.7 -
5.5 -

6.2 -

1980
Max. 1

0.7
34.4

35.1

$(000,000)
Manufactured

0.7
18.2

18.9

USNBC

7.1

4.3 Costs to Canadian Industry of On-land Disposal

Table 5 shows the areas presently devoted to uranium tailings.

Not all areas allocated to tailings are effectively covered.

Table 6 represents estimates, arrived at after discussions with

industry representatives, of the areas effectively covered by

tailings as well as areas anticipated at closure time; sane

abandoned sites were not included.
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Table 5
Known Locations and Quantities of Uranium Tailings in Canada

Site Status Area and property Mill Capacity
(tons/day)
if active

Estimated
area
(acres)

Tons of
tailings
(millions)

ONTARIO

Elliot Lake

Active

Abandoned

Activr
Abandoned

Active
Abandoned
Abandoned

Abandoned
Inactive

Denison Mines Ltd. 6,500
Can-Met Explorations Ltd.
Stanrcck Uranium Mines Ltd.
Rio Algora Ltd.
New Quixke, Qiiilke 6,500
Spanish-American (sone
are fran Buckles)
Panel
Nordic
Lacnor (sane are from
Suckles)
Pronto
Milliken
Preston Mines Ltd.
Stanleigh

Bancroft

440*

120

400
25

80
222

60

116
80

(tailings
area shared
with Milliken)

22.7
2 . 2
5 . 4

17.4
0 . 5

3 . 2
12.0

2 .7

2 . 3
5 . 4

Active Madawaska Mines Ltd. 1,400
Abandoned Macassa Gold Mines (Bicroft)
Abandoned Canadian Cyno Mines

Agnew Lake

Abandoned Agnew Lake Mines* *

70
45
65

8.0
2.4

SASKATCHEWaN:

Beaverlodge

Active Eldorado Nuclear Ltd.
National Explorations Ltd.
Rix Athabaska Uranium
Mines Ltd.
Nesbitt Labine
Consolidated Nicholson
Mines Ltd.

2,000 260* 6.4
0.01
0.09

0.02
0.01



Table 5 (Cont'd)
Known Locations and Quantities of Uranium Tailings in Canada

Site Status Area and property Mill Capacity Estimated Tons of
(tons/day) area tailings
if active (acres) (millions)

SASk. (ccnt'd)

Abandoned Lorado

Lake Cinch Mines Ltd.
Cayzor Athabaska Uranium
Mines Ltd.
Kix Athabaska Uraniun
Mines Ltd.
Black Bay Uranium Ltd.

Abandoned Gunnar Mines Ltd.

Active

Hbllaston Lake
Gulf Minerals (Canada)

22

1,400

32

40

0.36

0.09
0.08

0.07

0.01

5.0

0.8

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES:

Abandoned Eldorado Mining and
Ref ining Ltd. (Port Radiun
Mine)
Rayrock Mines Ltd. 0.8

Total 2,097

HA: Not available
* : Uses solution mining process - does not produce conventional tailings.

Source: AECB, July 1981.
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Table 6

Areas Covered by Tailings Sites

Ontario

Oenison

Panel

Quiike

Stanleigh

Laconor

NORDIC

Spanish

! Milliken
i

Pronto

I Agnew Lake

I Stanrock

Madawaska 1

{ Madawaska 2

Saskatchewan

Eldorado

Pack.

K«y Lake

Gulf Minerals

Acres Anticipated at Closure

(acres)

440
82

400

87

60
222

25

SO

116

50

120

35

45

1.235

296

741

1,433

59

264

15

?

116

7S

86

35

45

12
3

n.a.
43***

15**
20

n.a.

96I
942 4,534

I
* Included in Stanleigh.

** Will use underlake disposal in future.I
*** 50% of area covered by tailings and ponds.

I
Source: Compilation by SEOOR fran diverse industry sources.
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Table 7 shews the estimates in 1980 dollars of meeting *-.he

proposed criteria using a linear extension of the model costs, first

to the areas covered by uranium tailings in Canada in 1981, and

second to tiie anticipated areas to tie covered at mine closure.

Industry estimates of covered areas were used. Had the estimated

area in acres provided by the AECB been used, the costs involved

would have nore than doubled. In any case, the linear extension

represents a first attenpt vJiich needs to be refined ty site specific

analyses. Thus, as a first approximation, the costs will range frcm

a miniflun of $101,900,000 for the present area to a sun of

$2,760,300,000 (1980) for all areas at the time of mine closure. The

average cost for covering present areas, assuming the equal likeli-

hood of the three possibilities, is $331.07 million while the average

cost to cover anticipated areas at 1981 prices is $1,564.5 million.

Only detailed site by site analyses would permit more precise

estimates.

Table 7
Range of Coats to Industry of Meeting Proposed Regulatory
Criteria on Long

Element

Engineering Studies

Earthwork

— Minimum

- Manufactured mate-
rials

- Maximum

TOTAL

Term Tailings' Disposal
(millions of dollars)

Present Area

11 11

90.9

300.8

101.9 311.8

11

568.5

579.5

in 1980 Dollars

Anticipated

24 24

437.5

1447.7

461.5 1471.7

Area

24

2736.3

2760.3
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5. ACCOUtJT OF THE FEBRtaKY 25-26, 1981 MEETING BETWEEN HJDUSTfiY

REPRESENTATIVES AND THE AECB OH THE PROPOSED REGULATORY OJIDK

FOR URANIUM TAILINGS MANAGEMENT

I The seminar held by the AECB on the prqposed regulatory guide-

lines concerning the long term aspects of uranium tailings

management triggered strong reactions. The proposed criteria

were challenged by mining executives not only on the basis of

cost impacts, but also on the basis of the conceptual rationale

I in terms c£ health physics. Because of the underlying conflict

of interest, it is obviously natural for a meeting between a

I regulator and regulated firms to be tense. However, it appeared

that a high degree of contention existed because many industry

representatives thought that:

- no cost/benefit analysis underlay the prqposed regulatory

guide;

I - the justification for the choice of the range of radon

emanation rates was weak and borrowed fran the USNRC study of

uranium tailings;

- the health physics assumptions were not explicit and could

not be linked to the chosen radon emanation level.

AECB officials stressed that the proposed criteria were perform-

ance oriented. In the case of existing sites, firms will be

asked to submit a detailed plan for review by the AECB which

will act as an arbiter because firms may not be able to meet all

criteria. Rigorous analyses will be required in the case of the

design for new tailings areas, given the fact that closeout

criteria will be available.

19
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5.1 Key issues raised by industry representatives

The key issues raised by diverse industry representatives can be

sunmarized in the following manner.

5.1.1 The proposed regulatory guide should not specify precise

quantitative targets that leave no rccm for site-specific

solutions

Industry representatives indicated that the role of the AECB

should be limited to setting general objectives such as the

design criteria for maximum use of natural systems, loading to

systems and institutional controls. Close out scenarios need

to be site-specific because sane mines, notably in

Saskatchewan, are in arid, uninhabited and rocky areas. The

availability of material to cover tailings is limited.

Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. presented a closeout scenario based on

damming the lake system which is presently used to store and

treat tailings. Their claim is that this scenario will lead

to releases close to natural levels without using the proposed

criteria. This site-specific scenario is only possible if

general objectives are used, because it is predicated on

solids settling as the key to control.

5.1.2 Institutional controls should be used instead of costly means

to reduce the radon emanation rate

Society will not break down in the future and therefore relian-

ce can be placed on institutional controls. Restriction of

land use does not present difficult problems and institutional

controls can be counted on even for the very distant future.

The most obvious solutions according to nost mining executives

were to expropriate the area around tailings and to use insti-

tutional controls to limit access, to forbid construction on

or the use of materials from the site, and to create a buffer

zone.
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The advantages of institutional controls were said to be the

following:

- just as in the case of zoning fcy-laws, permanent require-

ments could be incorporated by all levels of government;

- a site-by-site approach could be used;

- buffer zones could be created beyond which radiation would

be down to background levels;

- a contaminated mining zone could be established for each

tailings system.

AECB officials agreed that institutional controls should be

investigated, but indicated that present operators should not

be relieved of the obligation to integrate future costs and

that health physics considerations oblige the AECB to deal

seriously with the issue of uraniun tailings.

5.1.3 The link between the proposed regulatory guide and health

effects has not been established clearly

Another consistent theme was the lack of sound and proven

relationships between reductions in the radon emanation rate

to 2-10 pCi/n^/s. and diminished health effects. Mining

executives indicated that they were expecting the ABCB to

justify its rationale for the chosen radon emanation levels in

terms of health effects.

Industry executives felt that the AECB should develop a clear

health effects argument which can be debated. It was sugges-

ted, that the AECB could theoretically provide a malignancy

rate for a person sitting on top of the tailings area.

However, given the fact that cause and effect relationships

are not veil understood, regulations should not be concerned

with unproven health effects.
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Evidence gathered in recent years suggests that the radiation

threshold hypothesis may be incorrect. The threshold

hypothesis has thus been challenged by the linear hypothesis.

AECB officials indicated that the proposed regulatory guide is

performance oriented. The health physics have not been fully

established. AECB officials indicated that they cannot have

cut-off levels unless a rationale is developed for them.

Moreover, returning to natural levels of radiation only at a

distance from the tailings pile is unacceptable. Not only

individual but collective risks must be specified.

5.1.4 The rationale for the choice of a radon emanation rate of

2-10 pCi/m2/s

According to many industry representatives, the rationale for

the choice of the 2-10 pCi/n^/s radon emanation level was

predicated on the assumption that people will build houses on

top of tailings areas*

A consistent theme was the reference to the fact that tailings

areas have existed for a number of years without seeming to

cause undue damage to air and water quality. Many admitted

that the radon emanation rate over tailings could be high.

However, within one hundred meters frcm the tailings area the

radon emanation rate was back to natural background levels.

One executive mentioned that, left to itself, their old

tailings area has been durable and seepages have not

contributed to a reduction in the water quality of adjacent

lakes. AECB officials, however, argued that just coming back

to background levels at the perimeter was inadequate.

Hie AECB, it was said, should accept the premise that no one

will live on tcp of tailings piles; nor should the AECB design

its regulation for the occasional hunter. Mining executives

agreed that tailings should be covered and that they should

be graded, contoured and covered with vegetation. However, it

was argued that a higher emanation rate should be used and

that only a few inches of covering materials should be required.
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I 5.1.5 Design criteria should maximize the use of natural barriers

. (criterion 1)

Most executives agreed that the use of natural systems should

I be maximized. Natural systems were seen as more permanent

than dams which have to be rebuilt at periodic intervals of

one or two centuries.I
I Yet, many executives mentioned that synthetic liners should

not be excluded and that there might be valid reasons to use

ehenical treatments of tailings piles. Chemical treatments of

I tailings make it possible to select best practice technology

in twenty or thirty years. Present technology is not suitable

I for walkaway solutions, but, as a result of its choices, the

AECB is in fact selecting a walkaway solution.

I Executives indicated that synthetic liners cannot be proven by

tests to last forever. However, regulations should allow

I liners at some sites depending on the merits of the case,

where clay nay not be readily available. Moreover, the

expected life of synthetic liners nay be much longer than

their design life.

AECB officials agreed that the wording of criterion 1 should

be reexandned.

5.1.6 Absence of clear design criteria (Criterion 3)

Many executives indicated that the proposed regulatory guide

did not include design criteria such as earthquake and storm

probabilities. It was stressed that engineers need design

criteria. Requests for design criteria were seen as an

excellent method of dealing with the specific conditions of

each site.

23
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5.1.7 Access to closed-out sites (Criterion 5)

I Institutional controls rather than physical barriers such as

fences and signs were seen as practical methods of limiting

I access.

j 5.1.8 Loading on air and water systems, rather than an emanation

rate should be used

* Loading to the water and air systens is more important than

. releases and concentration. Each site and surrounding area

I should be considered as a system, the performance of which

should be globally acceptable.

I
5.1.9 The proposed cover of 3 meters of material is the most

I worrisome and costly of the criteria (Criteria 6.11 & 6.111)

I Even though AECB officials indicated that the amount of cover

material to meet the performance objectives is to be site-

specific, most people used the figure of 3 meters of cover

I materials. Many executives felt that the porous material

cover is a very expensive insurance policy, given the

I uncertain relationship between radon emanation and health

effects. Ihe question is not whether mining companies can do

I it, but whether they should do it given the cost/benefit

involved.

| An AECB official presented a formula for the calculation of

the required cover thickness, given targets for the attenua-

I tion of surface fluxes and density of tailings or porous

materials. Annual averages will be used by the AECB for radon

I emanation. No economic impact analysis was done for the

* putting in place of cover material.

I
I
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An AECB official indicated that the cover rtaterial was

performing diverse functions and as a consequence differing

thicknesses of cover iraterials were required:

- cover is used as a nater seal - 6 to 24 inches are required,

clay being ideal;

- cover is used for drainage - 1 to 2 feet of coarse

materials are required;

- cover is used for erosion control - 1 or 2 feet of cover

materials are required;

- cover is used to limit access - not necessarily 1 or 2

meters;

- cover is used as a shield for garma radiation;

- cover is used for aesthetic purposes;

- cover is used to limit radon emanation - 2 to 3 meters.

Functions other than radon emanation were said bo require 1 or

2 rasters. An attenuation rate of 140 requires 2 or 3 meters

depending on the materials used.

I Ken Oliver presented his estimates of the cost to Rio Algcm

and Denison to cover the tailings areas to the year 2021.

I Ontario nines, because of their low grade ores, cannot incur

these substantial costs and pass them on to consumers in the

I face of cheaper alternative uranium sources. Furthermore, it

was contended that the removal and transportation of cover

materials for tailings will kill more persons in the short run

| than all the nunfaer of lives that will be saved by a decrease

in health effects.
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Mining executives mentioned that in rtany tailings areas,

eiranaticn rates are lew and a vegetation cover would be suffi-

cient. Landfill material is not easily available in rocky

areas where little moraine exists.

6. CONCLUSION AND RECDI"MENDftTIONS

This report has briefly highlighted sane of the costs involved

in the application of the proposed regulatory guide for long

term uranium tailings disposal. Itie estimates cover a wide

range and do not in any way take account of the cost associated

with each specific site.

In order to arrive at estimates which show less variability,

cost calculations will have to be made for each specific site,

taking into consideration the topography, the availability of

cover materials and the extetrt of contouring to be done.

furthermore, the underlake disposal option deserves careful

attention given that the raining companies have shewn interest in

its use.

Most mining executives did not substantially disagree with AECB

Criteria 1,2,3,6.1,6.4 and 7. Criterion 4 was hardly mentioned.

There were substantial disagreements concerning criteria 6.2 and

6.3.

1 Mining executives and AECB officials are engaged in a heated

* discussion on the ALAR& principle. The ALARA. principle poses a

. problem. Hie industry sees it as a possible justification for

I continual reassessment of abandoned sites and retrofitting of

existing sites. The incremental nature of the ALARA. principle

I weighs against a permanent solution to the problem; as new

technologies become available, the thrust of ALARA will be to

I favour their implementation.

•as i<
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The problem of tailings management will require cooperation and

consultation with the provinces. For reasons that have to do

with the protection of local jobs, provincial regulatory

authorities may disagree with the AECB. An issue worth examining

is whether the costs of the external affects resulting fran

tailings should be borne solely by mining firms and their clients

or whether they should be shared by those governments which

pushed for the development of the nuclear industry in Canada.


